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Defining Fatigue

A practical definition of fatigue from a sport 

science perspective is the inability to 

complete a task that was once achievable 

within a recent time frame. 

However, is the athlete, unfit, unwell,

injured or unmotivated? What are the

environmental conditions (heat, humidity,
altitude)?



• Experienced coaches typically develop a
feel for how different types of fatigue
influence the training of their athletes.

• Fatigue may be short-term (acute) or long-
term (chronic) depending on duration and
severity.

• Is the expected performance capability
restored after a period of recovery or does it
persist?

• Perceptions of fatigue (e.g. “I feel tired”)
AND performance incompetence (e.g. “I
can’t perform at an expected level
physically”) may indicate more severe
fatigue

• Some “tired” athletes are still capable of
outstanding performances.

Considerations
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Performance = 
Fitness - Fatigue

Banister and Calvert (1980) Can J Appl Sport Sci. Sep;5(3):170-6.

Fitness is a positive influence that is slow to develop and dissipate. Fatigue has a 

shorter time constant reflecting a trait that could accumulate and dissipate quickly. 

If we can measure training load we can begin to model performance. 

But how do we quantify load?



Traditional Approach

• Technology and science often evolve quickly, but 
conditioning practices and philosophies in sport 
are often based on long standing cultures and 
traditions.

• “Best practice” is often stifled by long-standing 
traditions and beliefs regarding how athletes 
should be trained and managed.  

• The historical approach to monitoring fatigue has 
been to try to quantify training loads and a range 
of physiological and non-physiological responses



Monitoring Fatigue

• Self reported measures of well-being including

fatigue, muscle soreness, patterns of sleep, mood

state, quality of training are used to monitor athletes.

• Maximal performance tests are difficult to get

athletes to perform even when fresh and motivated.

• Submaximal tests in the laboratory and field are

often used. These are usually based on HR, lactate,

RPE at a given submaximal workload.



Biomarkers

• No single biomarker has sufficient

sensitivity and specificity

• Testing can be invasive and costly, and

often yields little value in otherwise healthy

individuals.

• Gold standard biomarkers are elusive, and

multi-variate modelling is more likely to

yield useful results than single measures.

• Both clinical experience and research are

needed to develop practical guidelines.



Individual Sports

• Management of fatigue centres primarily on 
careful prescription of both short- and long-
term training loads. 

• Periodisation of training remains an art as 
much as a science.

• Many different performance tests have 
evolved to monitor submaximal and maximal 
performance capacities in individual athletes.  



Team Sports

• In team sports, assessing training loads can be
more challenging given the diverse range of
training activities (e.g. general conditioning,
resistance training, interval training and skill-
based conditioning).

• The concept of “cognitive load” or fatigue that
influences decision making is particularly
interesting for athletes engaged in team sports.

• The training and coaching environment will
influence performance.

• Team sports monitoring focuses on the
changes in physiological factors such as heart
rate, blood lactate, sprint ability or movement
patterns (based on time-motion analysis or
GPS) tracking.



Internal Vs External Load

• Internal load can be calculated by (for example)

perceptions, heart rate monitors, lactate concentrations

• External load can be quantified by speed/power meters

• Debate exists as to whether internal or external load

units are more useful.

• However, monitoring the two dimensions may have

merit. For example high power output (external load)

with a low heart rate (internal load) may reflect a

different training load to an athlete with the same power

output but with a high heart rate.



• Perception of Effort

• Heart Rate (bpm)

• Lactate (mM)

• Ventilation (L/min)

• VO2 (L/min)

• Body Temperature

• Session RPE Unit (RPE*Time)

• Training Impulse (TRIMP - %HR*Time

• Cumulative Time in Lactate Zones

• Cumulative Time in VO2max Zones

• EPOC Based Load

Quantifying Load in Cycling
(Internal Load)



Quantifying Load in Cycling
(External Load)

• Speed (kph)

• Gradient (%)

• Power (Watts)

• Average Effective Pedal Force (N)

• Angular Velocity (rpm)

• Kinetic Energy (kJ)

• Acceleration (count) 

• Training Stress Score (TSS)

• Cumulative Power Band Unit

• Time at Climbing Intensity 

• Time in Force-Velocity Quadrants

• Total Work (kJ)



Questionnaires

• Sport-specific questionnaires are 
available, but issues with validity and 
compliance can limit their usefulness.  

• Athletes often tire of completing a 
daily questionnaire for long periods.  

• The quality and timing of feedback for 
athletes is an important issue for the 
sport scientist.



Monitoring Recovery

REST-Q

• Assesses the recovery-stress state 

of an athlete

• Physical and mental aspects

• 77 questions

• 7 general stress scales: 

General Stress, Emotional Stress, 

Social Stress, Conflicts/Pressure, 

Fatigue, Lack of Energy,

Physical Complaints



Monitoring Recovery



Monitoring Sleep

• Wrist Activity Monitors 
• Large sample sizes

• Non-invasive

• Causes the least amount of disruption

• Sleep Diaries
• Detailed information about sleep and wake patterns



• Variables derived from the activity monitor data

– Bed time: the clock time the athlete went to sleep

– Wake Up time: the clock time the athlete woke up

– Time in Bed: the amount of time spent in bed

– Total Sleep Time: the total amount of sleep obtained from 
bedtime to wake up time, less awakenings

– Sleep Efficiency: the percentage of time in bed that actually 
spent sleeping

– Wake in sleep: the amount of time spent awake from sleep 
onset and offset

– Sleep Latency: the time it takes to fall asleep

– Subjective sleep quality: rating of sleep quality on a scale of 
one (very good) to five (very poor).

Monitoring Sleep



How to assess sleep



How to assess sleep?



How to assess sleep?



How to assess sleep?



Providing Feedback

• Stress and anxiety are related to sleep

• Care needs to be given to how and what information is provided



Monitoring Tools



Data Analysis

• Huge data generated by SRM and 
power cranks in cycling, digital video 
of team sports, and rapid expansion 
of GPS monitoring. 

• Practical/clinical significance with 
magnitude-based inferences and 
precision of estimation:

• Sports-specific reference or 
threshold values

• Typical error of measurement



Systems-Based Approach

“A systems-based approach that
integrates well chosen diagnostic tests,
with smart sensor technology, and a real-
time database and data management
system, is the future for fatigue
management in elite sport.”

Pyne & Martin (2011) 



Monitoring- AIS AMS



Monitoring- AIS AMS



Monitoring- AIS AMS



Monitoring- AIS AMS



Key Features of a 
Sustainable Monitoring System

• Simple to use

• With or without internet connection

• Efficient result reporting

• Data translated into simple outcome

• Flexible- adaptable for different sports

• Able to be utilised effectively remotely

• Understand what a meaningful change is

• Include an assessment of cognitive function

• Individual responses vs. group responses (elite athletes are not normal)

• Link to social media



Thankyou


